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Market Insights for Week Ending October 19, 2018 
 

 
 

Trick or Treat? 
 
As you may have noticed, the Mega Millions jackpot is currently north of $1 billion 
dollars (yes, with a B!).  Let’s be honest, the odds are certainly not in your favor.  In 
fact, they are so outrageously not in your favor that you have a better chance of being 
killed…..by a falling coconut!  Now that we clearly have your attention, let’s talk about 
something that is going to happen with certainty over the next few weeks and how it 

could make a difference in which direction the market goes from here.  And no, I am not talking about 
Halloween.    
 
Over the past few years, companies have enjoyed the ability to borrow money at incredibly low rates.  
In addition, they recently received another temporary windfall with the reduction in corporate tax rates 
at the beginning of the year.  With the additional cash on most corporate balance sheets, many 
companies have chosen to put some of that money to work on stock buybacks. 
 

The chart to the left shows quarterly spending 
by S&P 500 companies on stock buybacks and 
dividends over the past 20 years.  You can see 
that the amount spent on buybacks has 
outpaced the amount spent on dividends since 
2010.  In addition, this year is on pace to 
surpass 2016’s record amount of $500 billion.  
Companies use excess cash to repurchase 
shares for several reasons.  First, it gives them 
an opportunity to return cash to shareholders.  
It isn’t seen as direct or tangible as something 
like a dividend payment.  But, as more shares 
are purchased and taken off the market, the 
value of the remaining shares often increase in 
value, benefitting the remaining shareholders.  
One reason is that, since buybacks reduce the 
number of shares outstanding, they 
concentrate earnings, increasing earnings per 
share.  Think of it this way, if a company earns 
$100 and has 100 shares outstanding, its 
earnings are $1 per share.  

Now let’s say the company buys back 20 shares.  There are still $100 in earnings but now 80 shares 
outstanding, so the new earnings per share is $1.25.  Higher earnings per share usually results in 
higher stock prices.  Finally, companies can use stock buybacks to change their capital structure.  
Based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model(CAPM),debt financing is often less expensive than equity 
financing, so if a company wants to reduce their financing costs they can choose to reduce the amount 
of equity they have.   
 
Why Do We Care? 
 
During the current bull market run, stock buybacks have created a tailwind for stock prices, providing a 
constant buyer who is often looking to buy substantial amounts of outstanding securities.  However, 
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these companies also must follow certain rules when participating in buybacks.  Blackout periods exist 
for the entire month prior to when a company is going to announce their quarterly earnings.  Since 
companies announce earnings over a period of many weeks, investors consider what percentage of 
companies are under a blackout when trying to quantify the impact of buybacks.  This is important 
because when a large percentage of companies are in their blackout periods, it takes away large 
buyers in the market and can lead to greater periods of downside volatility. 
 
We have seen volatility pick up over the past few weeks and not surprisingly, most S&P 500 
companies have been in buyback blackouts.  Those periods should be ending as earnings start to roll 
in, but it brings us back to the title of the article, “Trick or Treat”?  Those in the “Treat” camp see the 
end of the blackout period as an important catalyst to help the market regain its footing.  They also see 
record buyback amounts in 2018 as a strong tailwind for risk assets and a vote of confidence from 
companies who are looking to bet on themselves and their businesses. 
 
Those on the “Trick” side would see excessive buybacks as artificial and unsustainable.  The ability for 
a company to boost its earnings per share by simply reducing the share count may only mask the fact 
that the company’s business fundamentals aren’t improving.  In addition, if interest rates continue to 
move higher, the cost to use debt financing as a source of capital for buybacks will continue to go up, 
giving some companies pause as to what the best use of their cash is going forward.   
 
Ultimately, stock buybacks have been an important driver of higher equity prices, but they have 
become even more influential during this recent period of ultra-low rates.  With rates moving higher, 
companies could be left more vulnerable as cash available for buybacks is allocated elsewhere.  As 
HCM views the risk/reward relationship in the equity market and how that relates to portfolios, we 
believe that record buybacks could help propel returns in the 4th quarter.  But buybacks alone won’t be 
enough to carry the day.  They will need to be accompanied by strong growth and confident forecasts 
going into 2019.  Until we see these materialize, HCM will remain at a neutral weighting for equity risk.  
 
 
 
Weekly Focus – Think About It  
 
“Good judgement comes from experience, and a lot of that comes from bad judgement.” 
 
-Will Rodgers 
 
Market Activity 
 
Performance last week for the four major asset classes were: 

➢ U.S. Stocks – Russell 3000 (IWV) – Gain of .03% 
➢ Developed Foreign Markets (EFA) – Loss of .17% 
➢ Emerging Markets (EEM) – Loss of 1.54% 
➢ Fixed Income (AGG) – Loss of .36% 

 
 (Note: performance is based on the change in price plus dividends) 
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Last Week’s Headlines 
 
-Equity markets stabilized after last week’s selloff, with emerging markets seeing their largest inflows 
since April.   
 
-US financial companies reported better-than-expected profits and revenues for the third quarter with 
auto companies forecasts continued to be plagued by escalating trade conflicts. 
 
-US job openings hit a record high, reflecting a tightening labor market. 
 
 
Eye on the Week Ahead 
 
-The week will mark the peak of third-quarter earnings season with 36% of the market capitalization of 
the S&P 500 expected to report.  Analysts will pay close attention to concerns about trade tensions 
and how they may affect growth forecasts going forward. 
 
If you have questions about stock buybacks please contact a member of HCM’s Wealth 
Advisory Team: 
 
 
Mike Hengehold (Mike@HengeholdCapital.com)  Casey Boland (Casey@HengeholdCapital.com) 
 
Jake Butcher (Jake@HengeholdCapital.com)  Jim Eutsler (Jim@HengeholdCapital.com)  
 
Greg Middendorf (Greg@HengeholdCapital.com)    Steve Hengehold (Steve@HengeholdCapital.com) 
 
Doug Johnson (Doug@HengeholdCapital.com)  
 
 
Disclaimer 
Any tax or other advice contained in this document, including any attachments, is not intended and cannot be used for the 
purpose of avoiding penalties under Internal Revenue Code. No action should be taken on any information contained in this 
message without first consulting with your tax/legal advisors regarding the tax/legal consequences for your particular 
circumstances. 
 
Additional Notes: 

• The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the 
stock market in general. 

• Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to predict 
future performance. 

• Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

• You cannot invest directly in an index. 

• Consult your financial professional before making any investment decisions. 

 
• • • 
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